<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1**            | **12-Jul**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
PowerPoint about the novel-cultural context | **13-Jul**
Reading 10 minutes
PowerPoint: Read the prologue of Refugee Boy. Discussion. Research
the structure of an information report on either Eritrea or Ethiopia. Planning in preparation for the Big Write. | **14-Jul**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Grammar Book Discuss  
*Homework Unit 41 Due* |
| **2**            | **19-Jul**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Read Chapter 1 & 2 Booklet. | **20-Jul**
Reading 10 minutes
Chapter 3, 4 & 5. Summary of the book so far and Booklet
Reading 10 minutes
Big Write – Information Report 45 minutes. VCOPing and editing reading for submission. FoCUSing on individual goals. | **21-Jul**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Refugee Boy Vocabulary work  
*Homework Unit 6 Due* |
| **3**            | **26-July**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Read Chapter 6 & 7 Booklet | **27-July**
Reading 10 min
Read Chapter 8 & 9 and Booklet | **28-July**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Punctuation Practice  
*Homework Unit 7 Due* |
| **4**            | **2-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Read Chapter 10 & 11 Booklet | **3-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Chapter 12 & 13 and Booklet
Re-read the letter to Alem on page 32. Examine the structure of an informal letter. Plan the letter of response to Alem’s father: Mr. Kelo. | **4-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Grammar Book  
*Homework Unit 8 Due* |
| **5**            | **9-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Read chapter 14 & 15 Booklet | **10-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Chapter 16 & 17 and Booklet
Big Write – A letter to Alem’s father. No VCOP but consider it as you write | **11-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Refugee Boy Vocabulary work  
*Homework Unit 19 Due* |
| **6**            | **16-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Read chapter 18 & 19 Booklet | **17-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Chapter 20 & 21 and Booklet
Watch “Go back to where you came from.” Research refugees across the world, select a country and give themselves an identity | **18-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Refugee Boy Punctuation Practice  
*Homework Unit 20 Due* |
| **7**            | **23-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Read chapter 22 Booklet | **24-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Read chapter 23 – 27 and Booklet
(1st step towards oral presentation). Diary entries from their chosen identity are planned.  
*Big Write– Diary entries.* | **25-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Grammar Book  
*Homework Unit 21 Due* |
| **8**            | **30-Aug**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Plan oral presentation | **31-Aug**
Cold Write Assessment
Create and complete oral presentation. | **1-Sep**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Refugee Boy Vocabulary work  
*Homework Unit 29 Due* |
| **9**            | **6-Sep**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Start Presentations | **7-Sep**
KIDS MATTER DAY | **8-Sep**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Refugee Boy Punctuation Practice  
*Homework Unit 9 Due* |
| **10**           | **13-Sep**
Reading 10 minutes
Grammar warm up
Presentations continued | **14-Sep**
Reading 10 minutes and Booklet completion and catch ups
Watch “Go back to where you came from.” | **15-Sep**
Reading 10 minutes
Homework Correction
Grammar Book  
*Homework Unit 22 Due* |